FANTASY FICTION

The book of three, J ALEXANDER
Taran, Assistant Pig-Keeper to a famous oracular sow, sets out on a hazardous mission to save Prydain from the forces of evil.
The brimstone key, J BENZ
As the four friends known as the Grey Griffins begin school at Iron Bridge Academy, where children with special powers like t heirs
are trained to fight evil beings, rumors surface that a mad scientist known as the Clockwork King is back, and the Griffins must
defeat his robotic war machines before total devastation is unleashed upon the world.
The chronicles of Avantia: first hero, J BLADE
Fifteen-year-old Tanner, with the good Beast Firepos the Flame Bird, is waiting to avenge his father's death by warlord Derthsin
when Avantia is menaced by an evil army seeking the pieces of the Mask of Death, which allows its wearer to control all Beast s,
and Tanner, aided by twins Gwen and Geffen, sets out to find the pieces first.
Darkwood, J BREEN
A clever and fearless orphan endures increasing danger while trying to escape from greedy, lawless men and elude the terrifying
"kinderstalks"--animals who steal children--before discovering her true destiny.
Dragon’s Keep, J CAREY
In 1145 A.D., as foretold by Merlin, fourteen-year-old Rosalind, who will be the twenty-first Pendragon Queen of Wilde Island, has
much to accomplish to fulfill her destiny, while hiding from her people the dragon's claw she was born with that reflects only one of
her mother's dark secrets.
The books of umber, J CATANESE
A boy awakens, blindfolded, with no memory of even his name, but soon meets Lord Umber, an adventurer and inventor, who calls
him Happenstance and tells him that he has a very important destiny--and a powerful enemy.
Artemis fowl, J COLFER
When a twelve-year-old evil genius tries to restore his family fortune by capturing a fairy and demanding a ransom in gold, the
fairies fight back with magic, technology, and a particularly nasty troll.
The dark is rising, J COOPER
On his eleventh birthday Will Stanton discovers that he is the last of the Old Ones, destined to seek the six magical Signs t hat will
enable the Old Ones to triumph over the evil forces of the Dark.
The city of ember, J DUPRAU
In the year 241, twelve-year-old Lina trades jobs on Assignment Day to be a messenger to run to new places in her decaying but
beloved city, perhaps even to glimpse Unknown Regions.
Dragonborn, J FORWARD
The great wizard Flaxfield's death leaves his 12-year-old apprentice Sam half-trained, but when other wizards gather and debate
his fate Sam, not knowing whom to trust, leaves with only his dragon, Starback, for company, unaware of the perils he must fa ce.
Dragon slippers, J GEORGE
Orphaned after an epidemic, Creel befriends a dragon and inherits an object that can either save or destroy her kingdom.
Goose girl, J HALE
On her way to marry a prince she's never met, Princess Anidori is betrayed by her guards and her lady-in-waiting and must
become a goose girl to survive until she can reveal her true identity and reclaim the crown that is rightfully hers.
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13 Treasures, J HARRISON
Bedeviled by evil fairies that only she can see, thirteen-year-old Tanya is sent to stay with her cold and distant grandmother at
Elvesden Manor, where she and the caretaker's son solve a disturbing mystery that leads them to the discovery that Tanya's life is
in danger.
Erec Rex: the dragon’s eye, J KINGSLEY
Twelve-year-old Erec Rex stumbles upon a world where magic has not been forgotten, and must survive the ultimate test in order
to save the magical kingdom he was born to rule.
Alex and the ironic gentleman, J KRESS
Alex, who lives with her uncle in the flat above their doorknob shop, meets her new teacher, Mr. Underwood, a descendant of a
famous pirate, and soon three vicious men turn up in town, looking for a map to a fabled family treasure.
The coming of dragons, J LAKE
Two eleven-year-olds named Edmund and Elspeth discover that they have been given fantastic gifts to use against the ancient
and evil forces that have been awakened by powerful magic during the Dark Ages in Great Britain.
Midnight for Charlie Bone, J NIMMO
Charlie Bone's life with his widowed mother and two grandmothers undergoes a dramatic change when he discovers that he can
hear people in photographs talking.
The book of wonders, J RICHARDS
In a tale loosely based on the Arabian nights, thirteen-year-old Zardi and her best friend, Ridhan, join forces with Captain Sinbad to
defeat an evil sultan and restore magic to the world of Arribitha.
The cabinet of wonders, J RUTKOSKI
Twelve-year-old Petra, accompanied by her magical tin spider, goes to Prague hoping to retrieve the enchanted eyes the Prince of
Bohemia took from her father, and is aided in her quest by a Roma boy and his sister.
The dragon’s eye, J STEER
Spending the summer on the Maine coast with Dr. Drake, 2 siblings are introduced to dragonology and must use this knowledge t o
foil the evil Ignatius Crook.
The emerald atlas, J STEPHENS
Kate, Michael, and Emma have passed from one orphanage to another in the ten years since their parents disappeared to protect
them, but now they learn that they have special powers, a prophesied quest to find a magical book, and a fearsome enemy.
The expeditioners and the treasure of Drowned Man’s Canyon, J TAYLOR
After an explorer with a clockwork hand gives Kit West an old book from his father, he and his siblings must evade government
agents while solving the puzzle their father sent.
Dragon’s egg, J THOMSON
Mella, a young girl trained as a dragon keeper, learns that the legends of old are true when she is entrusted with carrying a
dragon's egg to the fabled Hatching Grounds, a dangerous journey on which she is assisted by a knight's squire.
Breadcrumbs, J URSU
Hazel and Jack are best friends until an accident with a magical mirror and a run-in with a villainous queen find Hazel on her own,
entering an enchanted wood in the hopes of saving Jack's life.

